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Introduction
Since April 1998 the European Commission is funding the EULER project in the framework of the `Telematics for Libraries' sector
from the Telematics Applications programme. Main goal of EULER is to integrate different, electronically available information
resources in the field of mathematics. EULER aims to construct a digital library in mathematics from existing heterogeneous
sources. This second Annual Report from the project summarizes activities and achievements after 18 months.

Starting Point
There's a rapid increase in the number of networked resources with information on scientific results and ongoing developments
in the field of mathematics. Today, the user has to switch between a growing number of systems with heterogeneous user
interfaces:

� Scientific literature databases

� Library OPACs and document delivery services

� Electronic journals from academic publishers

� Archives of preprints and grey literature

� Quality controlled subject information gateways on the Internet

� Robot-generated indexes of other relevant Internet resources

These resource types are considered to be the most frequently used when conducting searches for scientific results. They are
rarely interconnected and users have to search them one by one.

Goals
The aim of the EULER project is to offer a one-stop-shopping site for users interested in mathematics. One single integrated
networked based access point will be developed, covering the mentioned publications-related information resources on
mathematics. A common user interface, available on the World Wide Web, will allow a homogeneous access to all integrated
information types. The interface will be developed in close cooperation with the mathematical user community. Only one search
will be necessary to generate a broad range of (mixed) hits, irrespective of resource type and information provider. The EULER
service will be developed starting with selected important information sources from the consortium partners. The goal is to
design an open architecture. New sources of data from other information providers and libraries can easily be added later.

Integration Approach
The integration approach makes use of common resource descriptions based on the Dublin Core (DC) element set and access to
those descriptions via the Z39.50 protocol. Technically, all information providers will produce DC metadata for their resources
and offer them as distributed databases, which are located at the providers' sites. The central EULER Engine will query these
databases in parallel via a common Z39.50 profile and perform result set merging and presentation formatting. The integration
approach will take into consideration the requirements of the user community and the different information providers.
Participating institutions will still be autonomous in deciding on their scientific and organisational policies, while at the same
time providing a common access strategy to their information services. The foremost requirement to achieve such an aim is to
choose and apply suitable standards, formats and protocols.
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Work Plan
The main objectives of the project correspond to a set of work packages (WP):

WP 1. Requirements Analysis: Final discussion and definition of user requirements. Additionally, tasks on revision of
methodologies and standard developments monitoring will ensure the openness of EULER approaches with respect to other
developments.

WP 2. Resource Adaptation: Builds the basic set of EULER metadata databases that are finally accessible from the EULER
Engine. This is done by using DC as switching language. Definition of a common DC based EULER format, and mapping of
current information to this joint format.

WP 3. EULER Engine Implementation: Carried out in parallel to the Resource Adaptation work package. Designs and implements
the EULER Engine: WWW user interfaces and Z39.50 interfaces to the partners Dublin Core metadata databases and document
delivery services.

WP 4. Evaluation and Demonstration: Carried out after the release of the EULER Engine (beta version) by selected groups of
users. The work package intends to measure the system suitability and scalability and the satisfaction level of users with the
service.

WP 5. Information Dissemination and Exploitation Preparations: Relevant reports and demonstrations of project's results will be
made publicly available on the World Wide Web. Final exploitation plans for EULER services and other project results will be
prepared.
 

Consortium
The consortium includes four libraries spread out all over Europe, who represent also different types of libraries:

* A library with national responsibility in the field of pure mathematics (SUB Göttingen)

* A research library of a national research center (CWI Amsterdam)

* A university library with its distributed department libraries (Univ. Florence, UNIFI)

* A library specialised in digital libraries and netbased information (Univ. Lund / NetLab with subcontractor DTV - Technical
Knowledge Center & Library of Denmark)

In addition, a national center for coordination and resource-sharing of mathematics research libraries and mathematics
departments (Cellule de Coordination Documentaire Nationale pour les Mathématiques, MDC ) is representing libraries
(subcontractors: Bibliothèque Mathématique de Strasbourg, Bibliothèque Mathématique d'Orsay ) and library users in EULER.

The longest-running international abstracting and reviewing service for mathematics is participating (FIZ Karlsruhe /
Zentralblatt für Mathematik). FIZ is coordinating partner of the project.

The project is an initiative of the European Mathematical Society (EMS), which represents the community of library users
interested in mathematics from the whole of Europe. EMS is represented in EULER through Prof. Dr. Bernd Wegner (Technische
Universität Berlin, TUB), member of EMS' Committee on Electronic Publishing, member of the Committee on a European
Database and Scientific Coordinator of the European Mathematical Information Service (EMIS) and its Electronic Library.
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Assessment of achievements

The overall aim of the EULER project is to offer a one-stop-shopping site for users interested in mathematics. One single
integrated networked based access point is being developed, covering samples of the most frequently used publications-related
information resources on mathematics:

� Scientific literature databases

� Library OPACs and document delivery services

� Electronic journals from academic publishers

� Archives of preprints and grey literature

� Quality controlled subject information gateways on the Internet

� Robot-generated indexes of other relevant Internet resources

A common user interface, available on the World Wide Web, will allow a homogeneous access to all integrated information
types. The interface is being developed in close cooperation with the mathematical user community. Only one search will be
necessary to generate a broad range of (mixed) hits, irrespective of resource type and information provider. The EULER service
are developed starting with selected important information sources from the consortium partners. The goal is to design an open
architecture. New sources of data also from other information providers and libraries can easily be added later.

Objectives for this 2nd reporting period were:

� Complete survey of user requirements and comparison to original project plans;
methodological investigations on EULER approach and comparison to other approaches (WP 1).

� Continue the adaptation of existing resources to the common standard format and provide test-databases from all
information providers for the alpha version of the EULER Engine (WP 2).

� Complete the system design for the common user interface and EULER Engine, and do the implementation.
Start the evaluation of the alpha version (WP 3).

� Information dissemination (WP 5).

In WP 1, the final evaluation of the user questionnaire action that was conducted in the previous period was completed
(Deliverable D1.1) in November 1998 (part of Milestone 1). An edited version of this internal report was produced and uploaded
to the public EULER WWW server in February 1999. The first of a set of periodical reports on different methodology matters
was written in this reporting period. The resulting Deliverable is a bundle of methodology reports. A decision to start this
activity was made during the 3rd project meeting. Chapter 1 of the report evaluates different mathematical information services
(MPRESS incl. parts of LANL, D-MPRESS, SIGMA and Dissertationen online) for a possible integration into the EULER service.
Beside the characteristics of the special service this crucially depends on the offered metadata quantity and quality, which were
assessed by the analysis of result sets to special search queries. (In the case of a positive evaluation, mappings for the data
conversion of that service are given.) Technical problems of the examined mathematical Internet services were named. Chapters
2, 3 and annex 2 describe how the Decentralized Metadata Processor (ISO-tool) is used in EULER to do diacritics normalization
and generation of a key to support elimination of duplicates. Chapter 4 is a methodological study/proposal about possible
technical interpretations of ``using Z39.50 as a protocol  and DC for resource description''. Investigations of a possible
adaptation of ZSTARTS approaches were done

In WP 2, all partners have selected and extracted data from their services and resources. Several versions of converters to the
common format were done. This common Dublin Core based metadata format (formats and rules for single DC database fields)
was extensively discussed during the meetings and via the project's mailing list, in close connection with WP 3 tasks, and is
now relatively stable. A common post processing tool creates uniform index entries and constructs common de-duplication
identifier for all documents. Extraction routines, converters, and the post-processing tool were continuously refined and
updated, following the formats/rules discussions. Local Z39.50 database installations were done by all partners. The Z39.50
servers share common configurations and are accessible from the alpha  version of the WWW gateway (EULER Engine).
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In WP 3, the technical user interface and EULER Engine design was completed in October 1998 (Deliverable D3.1, part of
Milestone 1). Implementation of the EULER Engine and user interface started immediately thereafter. A first internal test-
gateway with rudimentary parallel search over distributed databases was internally tested in January 1999. A first prototype of
the user interface was presented during the Grenoble management meeting and discussed. In June 1999, the completed alpha
version of the EULER Engine was presented to the public, and evaluation started. This evaluation was accomplished by
conducting interviews with interested persons and by distributing questionnaires via the Internet. At the 4th management
meeting in Grenoble it was decided to delay the end of Task 3.2 and the start of Task 3.3 for one month, due to restricted
availability of potential evaluators during the summer months. Evaluation of users feedback will start in October 1999.

The project has chosen a list of existing or emerging standards, formats and protocols, that are now widely used or are expected
to become important in the near future:

� Dublin Core metadata element set (with some extensions where necessary) as basis for a common resource description
format

� XML based syntax for entries and records.

� Public domain Z39.50 database server (Zebra) at information providers' sites

� EUROPAGATE's HTTP - Z39.50 gateway software as basis for the EULER Engine.

� World Wide Web HTTP protocol and HTML forms and pages as user interface to the EULER services

� ISO-LATIN-1 character set for diacritics (where applicable)

� Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC) for contents descriptions

Information dissemination (WP 5) activities are listed in detail below.

EULERs definition and usage of the extended Dublin Core metadata elements and their implementation as Z39.50 profile was
a main point of technical discussions during this reporting period. The following observations were made:

� The current EULER-DC profile has one record field per combination of DC element, qualifier and scheme.

� `Interoperability' really consists of two elements: conformance to Dublin Core and conformance to Z39.50.

� There is a trade-off between accuracy of bibliographical representation and simplicity/feasibility of implementation.

� Since the project is currently working with fixed, tightly coupled EULER-DC/Z39.50 profiles, there is little testbed
functionality.  Every change in either profile requires a complete simultaneous restart at all EULER partners plus a
rewrite of the engine.

� DC/Z39.50 working groups are discussing a DC/Z39.50 profile, that has provisions for schemes and qualifiers (LeVan). 
This is going into the direction of specifying single attributes for qualified DC elements, such as Creator-
PersonalName-Address, which is in line with the current approach in EULER of having a single Z39.50 attribute for
each fully qualified/schemed DC element. LeVan's proposal, which among other things suggest that the `minimalist'
solution should always be offered by DC based Z39.50 services, indicates that a simple 15-element backbone profile
should always be optionally available.

It would therefore be desirable if

� modifications to the EULER-DC profile can be made without changing the Z39.50 profile.  E.g., addition of a classification
scheme; distinction between personal and corporate names, etc.

� when changing the EULER-DC profile, it is no longer necessary for all partners to change their local database
configurations simultaneously.  Backward compatibility from a qualified element to older unqualified records (e.g.
DC.Creator -> DC.Creator.PersonalName, DC.Date -> DC.Date.Published) can be implemented, so that partners may not
even need to update their older records.

� interoperability would be improved to allow easier import conversion for external partners.  Furthermore, partners can
include information that is not recognized by the EULER engine but might be used by other services.

Following these observations, a '15 element collapse of the EULER Z39.50 profile' was proposed during the Grenoble meeting
and is currently under discussion amongst the partners.
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De-duplication of items returned from different databases was identified as a key activity for the project. Provisions for EULER-
internal document identifiers were already included in the very first EULER-DC profile, and discussion, implementation and
testing of these identifiers has continued in this reporting period. A first systematic evaluation of the de-duplication identifier
was carried out as part of Task 3.3 (Evaluation of EULER Engine, Alpha version). 

The implemented alpha version of the EULER search engine (milestone 2 of the project) was delivered in June 1999 and
subsequently successfully demonstrated at conferences and workshops, and evaluated through an online user study. First
feedback shows that the EULER approach is well accepted by users, comments on possible enhancements for the final
Demonstrator were made by users during demonstrations and using the online questionnaire.

Deliverables Completed
• D1.1 Report on user needs (internal report, expected in June 1998, delivered November 1998)
• D3.1 Specification and design considerations (internal report, October 1998)
• D3.2 Prototype of the EULER Engine and User Interface, (public service, June 1999)

This constitutes Milestone 2 of the project.
• D1.2 Revision of methodologies, standard development monitoring (first of a set of periodical internal reports,

September 1999)

Edited public version of the project internal Deliverables D1.1 "Expectations and Needs of Users for the EULER System" and
D3.1 "Design Considerations for the EULER project" were produced and uploaded to the public EULER WWW server.

Modifications and developments following the last annual review
The last reviewers conclusions were very positive in general, however, the following main recommendations were made, and
actions were initiated:

"Management: The project management techniques and quality control measures may need to be further elaborated."
Following this recommendation, the project has adopted a more formal procedure for internal review of Deliverables. A more
formal procedure for determining the "Estimated Achievements" of the Tasks was adopted.

"Exploitation Potential: A richer user interface could make this model even more attractive."
The recommendation was, that additional SDI services, personal electronic shelves, and extended download facilities could
make the service more attractive. Research on these issues is currently ongoing, first proposals are expected at the October 1999
management meeting. Concrete implementation is left to the beta-version programming (Demonstrator).

"Recommendations for future work: Adopting the Z-STARTS proposal for parallel Z39.50 searching should be considered. A
solution to the de-duplication problem should be identified as a critical activity in terms of project planning."
Project participants have investigated ZSTARTS, which, in addition to Z39.50, has enhanced provisions for finding fields in
databases, scoring, merging, and query routing. ZSTARTS seems to be a "dead" project, there are only prototypes, no large
scale implementations or ongoing development in this area. A report on ZSTARTS was given during the June 1999 meeting by
NetLab, and is currently elaborated in more detail. Partners are very skeptical that the ZSTARTS methodology would be viable
for the EULER project.
Concerning deduplication: Provisions for a deduplication matchkey identifier were already included in the very first draft of the
common EULER metadata profile. During the management meeting that has immediately preceded the last annual review, it was
decided to systematically work on its specifications and to include the implemented software into the iso-tool (common
metadata postprocessor, developed by CWI and used by all partners). The last reviewers recommendations were an additional
justification to put efforts into this work, which was not explicitly foreseen in the Technical Work Program of the project.

Changes to the workplan
EULER's usage of DC was compared to that of other important existing applications in the mathematics area - especially other
metadata schemes and creators - as part of Task 1.2 activities. Due to the fact that the results of this work is likely to have some
impact on the final EULER metadata creator, the final version of the metadata creator will not be presented until after this work
has been carried out. The draft version of the metadata creator was also evaluated by external experts as part of Task 3.3
activities.
This re-arrangement ensures that EULER's metadata creator is in line and interoperable with other metadata creators. No further
dependencies between Tasks are affected. 
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It was decided to delay the end of Task 3.2 and the Task 3.3 for one month, due to restricted availability of potential evaluators
during the summer months.

It was observed that WP-2 Tasks 2.2 to 2.4 would have no time to adopt to new requirements that will emerge during the
intermediate evaluation (T3.3). Therefore it was decided to extend the resource adaptation tasks T2.2-4 to month 22 (January
2000). 

Validation activities
Task 3.3 started in June 1999 with the aim of evaluating the alpha version of the EULER Engine. Partners have conducted
interviews with potential users; a public questionnaire was put on the web. The evaluation questionnaire action has ended in
September 1999, first results will be discussed during the October 1999 management meeting.

Impact of results
Dissemination activities were quite successful, several external parties have strong interest in EULER developments. The
project was approached from different parties asking how one could participate and contribute data to the EULER system. The
question of a continued EULER service after the end of the project was asked several times. EULERs use of standards,
especially Dublin Core, was a point of extensive discussions with people involved in DC development.

Work in next period
The third major milestone (resource adaptation completed) is scheduled for January 2000. Necessary steps (WP 2) include a
revision of the EULER DC profile according to the intermediate evaluation results, further adaptation and enhancements of
converters and the completion of local Z39.50 database server installations, including the final data sets for the Demonstrator.

The fourth major milestone (system ready, start demonstration) is scheduled for July 2000. Necessary steps (WP 3) include a
revision of the EULER Engine specifications according to the intermediate evaluation results. Better user interface design and
enhanced functionality will be added to the EULER Engine implementation.

WP 4 (Evaluation and Demonstration) will start in July 2000 with help from sponsoring partners.

In WP 5 (Information Dissemination and Exploitation Preparations), information dissemination from the project will continue, by
publication of articles and presentations at events and workshops. The final exploitation plan for EULER services and other
project results will be prepared, based on the results of WP-4. Commercial exploitation for future operation of EULER services
and transfer of EULER results other subject domains will be considered. Contracts within the consortium (and beyond) will
ensure the continuation of EULER services after the project comes to an end.
Continued monitoring activities (WP 1) will ensure flexibility of the project with respect to technological changes and
developments of important standards and other related developments.

Exploitation plan
There are no fixed plans for exploitation of project results in this stage of the project, besides that for information dissemination
and exchange. Experience from several demonstrations and talks on EULER shows that there is a relatively high interest from
external parties on EULERs approaches and experiences. Representatives of the project will participate in the Concertation
Meeting on Exploitation, Luxembourg, November 1999.
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Work done in this reporting period
Work actually carried out (per active work package)

Work Package 0: Project Management
Responsible partner: FIZ
Scheduled dates: April 1998 - September 2000
Actual dates: April 1998 - present

The following Project Coordination Meetings took place:
3rd Meeting, 9-10 November 1998, FIZ, Berlin
4th Meeting, March 7-9, 1999, MDC, Grenoble.
5th Meeting, June 6-8, 1999,NetLab, Lund.

The 1st Annual Peer Review Meeting was held at DG XIII, Luxembourg, on November 11, 1998. An appreciation of how
the project has reacted to the recommendations given is made above.

Further project management activities in this reporting period were: Preparations for project coordination meetings,
discussing management matter via e-mail, administrative matters at the partners sites, filling out labour/overhead
declaration for the Commission, discussing cost statement matters (between partners and with DG XIII), writing
Management Reports and the 1st and 2nd Progress Report incl. Cost Claims for the previous periods, and preparing this
Report.

TUB: completed selection of staff (October 1999).
SUB, TUB: Worked out an updated plan for the distribution of work in different tasks. Presented and agreed upon
during coordination meeting. This was due to the fact that SUB and TUB were able to hire additional staff later than
originally foreseen.
SUB: Co-ordination for WP4 with sponsoring partners (German Fachhochschulen), preparations for T3.3.
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Work Package 1: Requirements Analysis

Active task:

Task 1.1: User Requirements
Responsible partner(s): SUB
Scheduled dates: April 1998 - May 1998
Actual dates: April 1998 - November 1998t
Deliverables: D1.1 Report on user needs

A total of about 130 answers to the user requirements questionnaire action (conducted in the previous
reporting period) were received until end of September 1998. Evaluation of the results started in October 1998.
Deliverable D1.1 Report on user needs was presented by SUB in its final form during the 3rd project
coordination meeting in Berlin. Consequences of main results and impact on EULER user interface and Engine
design were discussed between the partners. Task ended November 1998

Task 1.2: Revision of methodologies, standard development monitoring
Responsible partner(s): NetLab
Scheduled dates: periodically
Actual dates: November 1998 - present
Deliverables: D1.2 Periodical revision and internal standard development report
Estimated achievement: 45%

The first of a set of periodical reports on different methodology matters was written in this reporting period.
The resulting Deliverable is a bundle of methodology reports.
A decision to start this activity was made during the 3rd project meeting.
Chapter 1 of the report evaluates different mathematical information services (MPRESS incl. parts of LANL, D-
MPRESS, SIGMA and Dissertationen online, the French mathematical online preprints and thesis system) for
a possible integration into the EULER service. Beside the characteristics of the special service this crucially
depends on the offered metadata quantity and quality, which were assessed by the analysis of result sets to
special search queries. (In the case of a positive evaluation, mappings for the data conversion of that service
are given.) Technical problems of the examined mathematical Internet services were named.
Chapters 2, 3 and annex 2 describe how the Decentralized Metadata Processor (ISO-tool, see below at WP 2))
is used in EULER to do diacritics normalization and generation of a key to support elimination of duplicates.
Chapter 4 is a methodological study/proposal about possible technical interpretations of ``using Z39.50 as a
protocol  and DC for resource description''.

Concrete actions to accomplish this were:
CWI: Contacted the Metalib project at SUB, which compares DC EULER and DC MathNet. Exchanged views
and discussed issues with MPress/MathNet, Los Alamos xxx preprint server project, SUB (Metaform project)
and other partners; gathering of sample records. Preparation of "Draft for discussion: 15 element collapse of
the EULER Z39.50 profile". Wrote chapters on deduplication, diacritics conversion, ISO-tool. Integration of
other contributions (MDC, SUB) to the full deliverable. Revised and finalized first D1.2 report.
SUB: Collaboration with SUB projects by the comparison of metadata EULER-DC versus Math-Net (with
diverse definitions e.g. preprints and personal homepage) and Math-Bib-Net. Compiling of German
mathematical projects working with DC metadata and others. Preparation and performing of the evaluation of
mathematical information services (MPRESS incl. parts of LANL, D-MPRESS, SIGMA and Dissertationen
online, the French mathematical online preprints and thesis system) for a possible integration into the EULER
service. Making conversion table for positive evaluated services. Wrote chapter on this topic for D1.2.
Revised and finalised first D1.2 report.
MDC: Comparison of the French mathematical preprint/thesis DC with the EULER one. (List of missing fields.).
Revised DC comparison mathnet/MPRESS/euler/math-prepub. Largely commenting and correcting the 1.2
Deliverable. General discussions with partners about metadata quality.
FIZ: Monitoring of DC discussion lists.
All partners: Comments and corrections to D1.2 drafts and different discussions.
NetLab:  Investigating the 15 element collapse proposal. Preparation of short presentation of Z-STARTS at
the management meeting in Lund. A more detailed evaluation of Z-STARTS is being prepared now and should
be included into the next periodical report.
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Work Package 2:  Resource Adaptation

General (of relevance to all WP-2 tasks):
CWI: Developed and revised Metadata Postprocessor (ISO-tool) to the current profile and upgraded deduplication
mechanism. Different tests and evaluation of deduplication performance, further deduplication research. Incorporated
LaTeX diacritics list from FIZ; and modified ISO-tool enabling Lund to run it in a UNIX pipeline. Included a first
version of field statistics generation.

FIZ: Work on outline for "Introduction to WP-2 Documentation Deliverables". Coordination with specific Task
documentation Deliverables.

Active Tasks:
 

Task 2.1: Bibliographic databases
Responsible partner(s): FIZ
Scheduled dates: June 1998 - January 2000
Actual dates: June 1998 - present
Deliverables: D2.1 Frontend DC database incl.

FIZ: First installation and test of Zebra server software. Discussing various configuration file problems with
NetLab. First version of conversion specification for MATH entries to EULER DC done. Documentation on
converter specifications and implementation started.

Continued testing and configuration of Zebra server software, continued implementation of converter,
continued work on documentation on converter specifications and implementation. Zebra test database re-
installed several times, several new version of iso-tool installed. Initially about 5000 records converted and
available online for testing purposes. Extraction and conversion of a larger data set (about 200.000 test
records) for load-analysis. Minor bugs in Zebra configuration identified and communicated to NetLab.
Participation in discussions about EULER-DC profile. De-duplication identifier tested with bigger test set.
Adaptation of conversion routines to new EULER-DC profile (after Grenoble meeting). LaTeX diacritics that
are used in the Zentralblatt MATH database identified and sent to CWI for inclusion into iso-tool. Started
work on MSC91 - MSC2000 migration paper. Complete set of older monographs and dissertations added to
test data set.

Task 2.2: OPACs
Responsible partner(s): SUB,
Scheduled dates: June 1998 - September 1999
Actual dates: June 1998 - present
Deliverables: D2.2 Frontend DC databases for partners OPACs incl. documentation
 
Partners in this task have continued to adapt their extraction and conversion routines. Several new versions of
iso-tool and Zebra server software were installed, data were loaded. Test databases are up and running.

MDC: Continuing conversion program for Strasbourg and Orsay OPACs into the new format defined in
deliverable 3.1. Meeting with subcontractors in Orsay for discussions on all EULER matters, especially OPAC
and preprint conversions. Discussions with librarians on conversion problems (towns, publishers, etc.).
Reinstallation and testing of zebra according to (successive) new versions, and installation of "iso" and
getting the zebra server running. Further adaptation of conversion programs following Grenoble Meeting.
Conversions of book and serial catalogs to new fields.
SUB: Continued work on the documentation of converters, handling with difficult material and implementation.
Continued work on the improvements and changes of the Zebra Server (new EULER profiles) and of the
different ISO tool versions. Minor bug in the ISO tool identified and communicated to CWI. For the extraction
of the mathematical part of the OPAC continued discussions with the GBV centre and with the EULER
partners in WP2.2. Continued work on converters from PICA3 to EULER and start of the conversion of PICA+
to EULER (both are necessary because of different extraction methods and strategies). A test set was
converted into the different versions of the EULER profile with different forms of cataloguing data (PICA3,
PICA+). Working on the handling with difficult material (title field and multi volumes fields). Outline and
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further work on D2.2 documentation. Further work on the PICA3 conversion. Start of work to automatic
update mechanisms. Work on special PICA character sets in EULER, how to preserve information contained in
PICA character sets into character which could be handled by the ISO tool e.g. by the introduction of TeX
signs. Description page of resources for EULER.
CWI: Built first version of the ISO-tool for diacritic conversion and EULER deduplication identifier
construction.  This tool comprises conversions that are identical for all EULER partners and can (and probably
will) be used by all parties setting up a Z39.50 service to the EULER engine, i.e. belongs to T2.1-2.3 equally.
Converter test: 1000 CWI OPAC entries partially converted to EULER DC, then to Zebra database format.
Continued work on Zebra installation; digilib.cwi.nl:2100 up and running by the end of December 1998 with a
test database containing OPAC entries. Continued work on conversion resulting in a test set of the full CWI
OPAC (approx. 400 Mb). Converted the OPAC database to the profile changes proposed at the Grenoble
meeting. Updated CWI conversion tool (language codes, Computing Reviews Classification). Reviewed D2.2
documentation outline.
UNIFI: Data extraction from OPAC and DC conversion; Zebra installation. Configuration of refined extraction
strategy. Several new Zebra Server installations, iso-tool installations, configurations and tuning, incl. re-load
of data. Work on Task documentation.
All: Continued discussions with Task project members and subcontractants on different conversion matters:
(field mapping, accents etc..)
 

Task 2.3: Preprint servers
Responsible partner(s): CWI
Scheduled dates: June 1998 - September 1999
Actual dates: June 1998 - present
Deliverables: D2.3 Frontend DC databases for preprints and grey literature incl. documentation
 
Partners in this task have selected preprint records from their current systems and defined mappings to the
common EULER DC based format. Conversion programmes have been written, and Zebra databases are
available for searching via the EUER Engine.

MDC: Metadata for online preprints and theses are harvested from different sites in France. This is done
using the "harvest" software. An experiment with another harvesting software ("dc.bot") was done, but it was
decided to concentrate on converting more usefully the data produced by harvest into the EULER format. The
main reason for this was to remain compatible with existing software already used by others. Harvest metadata
is written to an EDBM database, from which it is extracted in the EULER format. This system is still being
improved, but already 1500 online preprints and theses from France have been inserted into EULER.
SUB: Continued work on the documentation on converter and implementation. Continued work on the
improvements and changes of the Zebra Server (new EULER profiles) and of the different ISO tool versions.
Continued work on converters from DC to EULER and PICA3 to EULER. A test set was converted into the
different versions of the EULER profile with different forms of cataloguing data (PICA3, PICA+). Further work
on D2.3 documentation. Start of work to automatic update mechanisms. Work on special PICA character sets
in EULER, how to preserve information contained in PICA character sets into characters which could be
handled by the ISO tool e.g. by the introduction of TeX signs. Description page of resources for EULER. The
whole test set with about 30.000 preprints is extracted and converted.
CWI:  Set up test-version of automated periodical conversion software for CWI preprints (currently about 850)
through RFC1807 (NCSTRL) to EULER DC, then to Zebra database format. Work on successful trials with
importing preprint records through the DIENST protocol (cf. LANL xxx preprint server). Converted the preprint
database to the profile changes proposed at the Grenoble meeting. Continued work on conversion in order to
conform to the specifications resulting in a test set of 850 preprint entries in the Zebra test database.
Continued work on Zebra installation; digilib.cwi.nl:2100 up and running by the end of December 1998 with a
test database containing all CWI preprint entries. Minor modifications to CWI output data for on-line
preprints (borrow info). Started work on D2.3 documentation; reviewed outline.
Discussions with other Task members and subcontractants on different conversion matters: (field mapping,
accents etc..)
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Task 2.4: E-journals
Responsible partner(s): FIZ
Scheduled dates: June 1998 - September 1999
Actual dates: June 1998 - present
Deliverables: D2.4 Frontend DC databases for EMIS electronic journals incl. documentation

TUB: Continued contacts with new e-journals, keeping editors of EMIS e-journals informed about their
involvement in the project.
Technical actions were postponed until start of 1999, since TUB was able to employ additional staff to work
on EULER only then. This has no influence on other tasks, since no time-critical actions were expected from
TUB then.

Inclusion of seven new journals, two monographs, and one conference proceeding  in ELibEMS; revision of
the installation of journals in the ELibEMS webpages, installation of missing items; improving the mirroring of
journals with delivery problems; implementation of a new method (webcopy and w3mir) for mirroring of journal
sites. Specification of metadata extraction tool for pages produced by ELibEMS. Finished creating the
Metadata Extraction Tool for ELibEMS-produced journals. Extraction of metadata for 5 journals produced by
ELibEMS. Installation of the Zebra database software.

FIZ, TUB: Discussion on linking articles from electronic journals to Zentralblatt MATH and vice versa.
 

Task 2.5: Internet math. resources
Responsible partner(s): NetLab
Scheduled dates: June 1998 - January 2000
Actual dates: June 1998 - present
Deliverables:

D2.5.1 Quality controlled information gateway Mathematics, incl. frontend DC database and
documentation
D2.5.2 Robot-generated "Mathematical Web Index" incl. metadata and documentation
D2.5.3 Public DC metadata creation and support site for mathematicians

CWI: Discussed resource entry approach with Lund and SUB. Discussion and further evaluation of SBIG
methodology. Started to provide SUB with internet resources through an adapted MathGuide template.
SUB: Delivery of about 800 quality controlled mathematical Internet resources to NetLab for performing to
build a robot generated mathematical index. Continued work of the intellectual description of Internet servers
in co-operation with the CWI. Discussion with Math Guide and CWI about different templates of Internet
resources.  Continued work on the improvements and changes of the Zebra Server (new EULER profiles) and
of the different ISO tool versions. Continued work on the mapping and the converter of the SSGI-
FI/MathGuide DC to EULER. Outline and further work on T2.5.1 documentation.
NetLab: Gathering of the two different types of web-indices, "all mathematics", starting with URLs from an
SBIG. Getting into contact with specialists who are willing to help us do the comparative evaluation of the two
different databases.
Preparations for conducting the evaluation e.g. creation of evaluation forms. Half of the total number of
wished-for end-users (mathematicians) have started their evaluation work. Working on report D2.5.2
"Evaluation of methods for automatic collection"
Public DC metadata creation and support site for mathematicians: Adjusting the metadata creator to the
EULER metadata profile. Developed a browser for the Mathematical Subject Classification (MSC) for the
metadata creator. It was decided in Berlin that there will be an action within T1.2, "revised methods",
comparing of EULER DC with other DC dialects and thus the final version of the metadata creator will not be
presented until after this work has been carried out. This is due to the fact that the results of this work is likely
to have some impact on the final  metadata creator.
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Work Package 3: EULER Engine

Active Tasks:

Task 3.1: Functional specification (Engine and user interface)
Responsible partner(s): NetLab
Scheduled dates: June 1998 - October 1998
Actual dates: June 1998 - October 1998t
Deliverables: D3.1 Specification and design considerations

Final discussion about details of the functional specification.
NetLab: D3.1 (Specification and design considerations) written, with finalized mappings to Dublin Core and
Z39.50 profile and all other necessary appendices. Task ended October 1998.
 

Task 3.2:  Prototyping of EULER Engine and user interface
Responsible partner(s): NetLab
Scheduled dates: August 1998 - May 1999
Actual dates: August 1998 - June 1999
Deliverables: D3.2 Prototype of EULER Engine and user interface

NetLab: Evaluated different gateway alternatives and development versions of the Zebra Z39.50 database.
(Work startup activities in cooperation with DTV [22.5 person days].)

Modified Zebra Z39.50 gateway to handle the EULER Z39.50 profile. Corrected small errors in Zebra which
makes it possible to use in EULER. Set up test gateway and answered questions by partners.
DTV: Programming: Adoption of the Z39.50 gateway to the EULER project (25 person days).

Set up a gateway for testing the different databases and another one as a preview of the EULER engine.
Corrected bugs in the Zebra Z39.50 server and continued working on the development part of the engine (with
such things as mapping MSC codes to their textual explanation, correcting bugs in the Zebra Z39.50 server,
User Interface discussions with the partners, development of MSC tool). Developed performance feed back
from participating servers (statistics). A first multisearch gateway was presented in January 1999. The draft
alpha version of the EULER service was presented 31 May. Preparatory discussions for the alpha service
evaluation (T 3.3). (DTV: 28 person-days) Finalizing EULER engine alpha version. Task ended mid-June 1999.

FIZ, TUB, MDC, SUB, CWI, UNIFI: Commented on pre-alpha and alpha EULER engine.

Task 3.3:  Validation of the prototype
Responsible partner(s): SUB
Scheduled dates: May 1999 - August 1999; changed  to June -October 1999
Actual dates: June 1999 - present
Deliverables: D3.3 Evaluation of prototype (internal report)

SUB: A schedule for Task T3.3 and draft questionnaires was proposed by SUB and discussed by all other
partners. Work on organisational aspects and the deliverable. Work on the design of the metadata creator
evaluation with an email questionnaire and on the design of the user evaluation with Internet questionnaires.
Collection and analysis of the check-list answers within the EULER group. Installation of the EULER
questionnaires and the logging through cgi-scripts and programming to support the analysis of the
questionnaires (e.g. log file analysis). Co-ordination and relation with WP4. Various  activities for the
announcement of the evaluation (engine and metadata creator): SUB Web pages, mailing lists, electronic and
postal contacts and interviews with librarians. Contacting people for alpha evaluation and the EULER
metadata creator.
UNIFI, CWI, FIZ, MDC, TUB, NetLab: Further specifications of alpha user interface design.  Review of
evaluation questionnaire. Contacting people for alpha evaluation. Evaluation of Alpha version, conducted
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interviews with users and filling questionnaires, own tests of alpha version, comments and suggestions.
Study of preliminary questionnaire results.
NetLab: Making log file analysis for EULER Engine. Statistics over fields used in EULER.

Task 3.4:  Development and Implementation of the Demonstrator
Responsible partner(s): NetLab
Scheduled dates: August 1999 - August 2000
Actual dates: September 1999 - present
Deliverables: D3.4 EULER information system

NetLab: Started work on demonstrator.

Work Package 5: Information Dissemination and Exploitation Preparations

Active Task:

Task 5.1: Information Dissemination
Responsible partner(s): FIZ
Scheduled dates: periodically
Actual dates: April 1998 - present
Deliverables:
    D5.1.1 List of publications, presentations at events and workshops
    D5.1.2 WWW document server with public EULER reports

Various partners: Preparing and delivering talks and demonstrations. See below under "Dissemination
activities" for a list of participations at events and workshops.

Edited versions of Deliverables D1.1 and D3.1 were prepared for the public (action SUB and NetLab).

FIZ: PDF version of "EULER Poster" (presented at the 2nd European Conference on Research and Advanced
Technology for Digital Libraries, Heraklion, Crete, 19-23 September 1998) uploaded to public EULER WWW
server.

Public WWW document server updated:
Section "Project Reports and Deliverables" added.
                 Contents:
                 Project Reports: Edited Report, period April - September 1998
                 Project Deliverables:
                 D1.1 Expectations and Needs of Users for the EULER System
                    (edited version of the project internal report)
                 D3.1 "Design Considerations for the EULER project"
                    (edited version of the project internal report)
                 D3.2 Prototype of the EULER Engine and User Interface
                 D5.1.1 List of publications, presentations at events and workshops
                 (work-in-progress)
                 D5.1.2 WWW document server with public EULER reports
                 (work-in-progress)

Alpha version of the EULER Service and Evaluation Questionnaire announced on project's homepage.
UNIFI: Italian EULER homepage installed; FIZ: Link to Italian EULER homepage added to public EULER
WWW server.
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Concertation
Tomas Schönthal (NetLab) participated in the 3rd Metadata Workshop in Luxembourg, 12. April 1999.
Aleksandar Perovic (TUB) participated in the IESERV2 workshop "Interactive Electronic Publishing in the 5th Framework
Programme" in Luxembourg on May 20, 1999 at Euroforum/Luxembourg.
Reports from the workshops were given during the Lund project coordination meeting. 

Dissemination Activities
The following lists of publications and presentations at events and workshops are presented in reverse chronological order.

List of presentations at events and workshops

      Elizabeth Cherhal, Annius Groenink
      EULER project demonstration
          Third European Conference on Research and Advanced
          Technology for Digital Libraries, ECDL'99
          Paris, France, September 22-24, 1999
          http://www-rocq.inria.fr/EuroDL99/

      Bernd Wegner
      Editarea electronica si sisteme de informatie electronice - un
      domeniu al cooperarii romano-germane
          Matematicienii au cuvantul
          Institutul de Matematica al Academiei Romane,
          Goethe Institut - Bucuresti
          Bucuresti, 23 September 1999

      Bernd Wegner, Patrizia Cotoneschi
      EULER presentation
          XVI Congresso Unione Matematica Italiana
          Tavola rotonda sui sistemi informativi sull'editoria elettronica
          Presiede: il Prof. R. Piccinini. Interventi di V. Valzano
          (Lecce), coordinatore e B. Wegner (Berlino), coordinatore.
          Napoli 13-18 settembre 1999
          http://www.congrumi.unina.it/

      Patrizia Cotoneschi, Bernd Wegner
      EULER system demonstration
          XVI Congresso Unione Matematica Italiana
          Napoli 13-18 settembre 1999

      Michael Jost
      Short EULER Status Report
          Jahrestagung der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung
          Sektion IuK
          Mainz, 7. September 1999

      Bernd Wegner
      EULER presentation
          Summer School on Differential Geometry
          Coimbra, 3-7 September 1999

      Jorgen Eriksson
      Presentation of EULER
          Internationalisation and Information and Communication
          Technology
          SANTANDER Sectoral Group Meeting
          Lund, 15 June 1999

      Hans J. Becker
      Vortrag über EULER
          Sektion Geschichte der DMV (Jahrestagung)
          Bautzen, 4. June 1999

      Bernd Wegner
      Presentation of EULER
          Stochastic Geometry, Convex Bodies, Empirical measures,
          Congress in Mazara del Vallo, 28. May 1999

      Laurent Guillopé
      Statique et dynamique des documents mathématiques
          Journées Gutenberg 1999
          Lyon, 18-19 May 1999
          http://www-mathdoc.ujf-grenoble.fr/GUT99

      Bernd Wegner
      Presentation of EULER
          Session of the Flemish librarians,
          University of Limburg, Diepenbeek, 11. May 1999

      Katrin Große
      Gemeinsame Aufgaben im Math-Bib-Net Projekt und im
      EULER Projekt
          Math-Bib-Net Treffen
          Göttingen, 11. May 1999

      Bernd Wegner
      Presentation of EULER
          Session of the Cientific Board of CIM (Centro Internacional
          de Matematica)
          Coimbra, 10. March 1999

      Frank A. Roos
      Presentation of EULER
          Meeting of the LOBBI consortium (Dutch mathematics and
          computer science librarians in the Netherlands)
          Mathematical Institute of the Leiden University,
          14 April 1999
 
      Bernd Wegner
          Presentation of EULER
          APPOPT 5 - International Conference on approximation and
          optimization
          Guadeloupe, March 31, 1999

      Bernd Wegner
      Presentation of EULER
          Treffen von Multiplikatoren aus Bibliotheken, Museen und
          Archiven zum Programm Benutzerfreundliche
          Informationsgesellschaft (IST-Programm)
          Stiftung Preussischer Kulturbesitz und Deutsches
          Bibliotheksinstitut Berlin
          Berlin, March 18, 1999

      Patrizia Cotoneschi
      Interoperabilità: standard e metadata
      Progetto Euler: Conversione Unimarc-Dublin Core
          La biblioteca Digitale - Seminario in tre moduli
          Associazione Italiana Biblioteche Seminari '99
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          Roma, 16-17-18 marzo 1999
          http://www.aib.it/aib/corsi/99c-01.htm

      Elizabeth Cherhal
      Utilisation de métadonnées "dublin core" pour l'intégration de
      ressources documentaires hétérogèbes en mathématiques: le
      projet européen EULER
          Journée d'Etude ADBS
          Décrire, stocker et retrouver l'information sur le web/ les
          métadonnées
          Paris la défense, 2 février 1999

      Annius Groenink
      Participation in DC Implementor's working group
      Presentation: ``The EULER common DC profile''
          2nd DFG MetaLib Workshop, Bibliographic Metadata and the
          Challenge of Heterogeneity and Standardisation
          Die Deutsche Bibliothek, Frankfurt/M, 
          February 1st-2nd, 1999

      Bernd Wegner
      Presentation of EULER
          Joint Mathematics Meeting
          San Antonio (Texas), January 12.-16., 1999

      Bernd Wegner
      Presentation of EULER
          Benemérita Unviversdad Autónoma de Puebla (BUAP)
          Puebla, Mexico, December 22, 1998

      Bernd Wegner
      Presentation of EULER
          Sociedad Mexicana de Matemática
          Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México,
          December 21, 1998

      Annius Groenink, Michael Jost
      EULER: Requirements and Design
          Presentation at the workshop
          MetaData:  Interoperability and Heterogeneity
          MetaData Working Group of the IuK Commission of Learned
          Societies in Germany
          Bonn, Germany, 10.-12. December 1998
          http://www.mathematik.uni-osnabrueck.de/ak-
          technik/workshop98/index.html

      Tuulikki Mäkeläinen
      Presentation of EULER
          Towards the Fifth Framework Programme of the EU
          a seminar for libraries, archives and museums
          University of Helsinki, Finland, December 11, 1998

      Katrin Große
      EULER und Math-Net: Ergebnis der EULER-Nutzer-Umfrage
      und erste Ergebnisse eines Formatvergleichs.
          Presentation at the Math-Net meeting:

          Kaiserslautern, Germany, December 3-4, 1998
          http://kbibmp3.ub.uni-kl.de/Math-Net-Treffen/

      Ralf Schimmer, Hans J. Becker
      Metaform and Metaguide: comparison of different DC-dialects
      e.g. DC and DC Euler
          Meta Lib Beiratstreffen
          Göttingen, 18. November 1998

      Bernd Wegner
      Informational note at Kolloquium über Kombinatorik,
          TU Braunschweig, 14. November 1998

      Bernd Wegner
      Lecture at the Brainstorming Workshop of the Committee on
      Electronic Information and Communication (CEIC) of the
      International Mathematical Union (IMU)
          ZIB Berlin, 13. November 1998

      Bernd Wegner
      Lecture at the Mathematics Faculty
          Universidad de Santiago, 2-3. November 1998

      Bernd Wegner
      Oral presentation at the assembly of deans
          Universitat de Barcelona, 29. October 1998

      Bernd Wegner
      Plenary lecture
          Asamblea general de UMALCA
          Olmúe, Santiago de Chile, 9. October 1998

      Bernd Wegner
      oral presentation at the executive committee (6.10.),
      plenary lecture (8.10.)
          International Congress of Sociedad de Matemática de Chile
          Olmúe bei Santiago de Chile, 6-9. October 1998

      Bernd Wegner
      Lecture at
          Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, 5. October 1998

List of publications

      Mårten Berggren, Anna Brümmer
      Design considerations for the EULER project
          The Nordic Journal of Documentation 1999(54) p.15-24.
          ISSN 0040-6872

      Traugott Koch:
      International Cooperation - Real Opportunities?
          Exploit Interactive, Issue 01, 1999
          http://www.exploit-lib.org/issue1/


